
UVUVUVUV    protection sunlight and secures view atprotection sunlight and secures view atprotection sunlight and secures view atprotection sunlight and secures view at    the time of the rainy weather by waterthe time of the rainy weather by waterthe time of the rainy weather by waterthe time of the rainy weather by water----repellent coating processing.repellent coating processing.repellent coating processing.repellent coating processing.    

■ ■ ■ ■ If it has stains, wash it away by warm water and If it has stains, wash it away by warm water and If it has stains, wash it away by warm water and If it has stains, wash it away by warm water and     

        wipe it off by tender cloth. wipe it off by tender cloth. wipe it off by tender cloth. wipe it off by tender cloth.     

■ ■ ■ ■ The liquid wax, rubbing compounds, chemicals of The liquid wax, rubbing compounds, chemicals of The liquid wax, rubbing compounds, chemicals of The liquid wax, rubbing compounds, chemicals of     

        siliconsiliconsiliconsilicon----systems  etc. do not use these for shield.systems  etc. do not use these for shield.systems  etc. do not use these for shield.systems  etc. do not use these for shield.    

■ ■ ■ ■ Avoids the use of the riding in the rain. It will Avoids the use of the riding in the rain. It will Avoids the use of the riding in the rain. It will Avoids the use of the riding in the rain. It will     

    cause trouble,  such as muddy water adheres to the     cause trouble,  such as muddy water adheres to the     cause trouble,  such as muddy water adheres to the     cause trouble,  such as muddy water adheres to the     

    shield    shield    shield    shield’’’’s, wipe it off bys, wipe it off bys, wipe it off bys, wipe it off by    gloves and get scratch.gloves and get scratch.gloves and get scratch.gloves and get scratch.    

■ ■ ■ ■ When opening and closing of the shield hold by the When opening and closing of the shield hold by the When opening and closing of the shield hold by the When opening and closing of the shield hold by the     

    edges of the top and bottom, and keep out touch on     edges of the top and bottom, and keep out touch on     edges of the top and bottom, and keep out touch on     edges of the top and bottom, and keep out touch on     

    surface of the shield if    surface of the shield if    surface of the shield if    surface of the shield if    possible. possible. possible. possible.     

■ ■ ■ ■ Please avoid the use in night time riding, because Please avoid the use in night time riding, because Please avoid the use in night time riding, because Please avoid the use in night time riding, because     

    it is hard to get visibility.    it is hard to get visibility.    it is hard to get visibility.    it is hard to get visibility.    

■ ■ ■ ■ 99999999％ ％ ％ ％ UV protectionUV protectionUV protectionUV protection    

■ ■ ■ ■ It reduce asthenopiaIt reduce asthenopiaIt reduce asthenopiaIt reduce asthenopia    

■ ■ ■ ■ Riding in the rain, it to ensure field of vision by Riding in the rain, it to ensure field of vision by Riding in the rain, it to ensure field of vision by Riding in the rain, it to ensure field of vision by     

    water repelling.    water repelling.    water repelling.    water repelling.    

■ ■ ■ ■ These are made from the original in Arai and SHOEIThese are made from the original in Arai and SHOEIThese are made from the original in Arai and SHOEIThese are made from the original in Arai and SHOEI    


